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You are a student at Toulouse 3 University:

• **You never learned French**: Great Beginners FLE classes on Mondays from 15h45 to 17h45 at hall U6/210, with Céline Dulac, registration with your educational administrator (UE class code: KINR7LDU; 1st semester from 09/19/2022 to 10/24/2022, then from 11/7/2022 to 12/12/2022).

• **You are from the ERASMUS program**: take the ELAO test, then go to your class according to your level (registration with the DREIC by email at rose-marie.duchesne@univ-tlse3.fr)

• **You are an immigrant or a refugee**: inquire with the DILAMI: https://www.univ-toulouse.fr/ouverture-sur-monde/dilami-dispositif-langue-accueil-migrants
You are not a student at UT3 or elsewhere, or are not cited in the previous cases:

Please contact:

- **University of Toulouse 2 DEFLE:**

- **Toulouse Federal University:**

- There are also private schools: **Alliance Française, Langues Onze, IC Toulouse.**